WEBINAR: ARCHITECTURAL FORECAST: DESIGNING THE FUTURE WITH SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA’S TOP ARCHITECTS
Thursday, November 19, 2020 – 1:30pm-2:30pm

Moderator:
Terri Mestas
Senior Director of Design and Construction
California Institute of Technology (CalTech)

Panelists:
Dennis McFadden, FAIA
Vice President
Leo A Daly

Marcy Schulte, AIA
Principal
Cunningham Group Architecture

Nathan Kim, AIA
Principal
Gensler

Bonnie Khang-Keating
Principal, Vice President
SmithGroup

About the Program:
Thoughtfully designed buildings and infrastructure not only provide shelter and places to work, learn and play, it also creates spaces for communities to come together. A region’s carefully designed built environment enhances mobility, preserves and strengthens cultural experiences, and makes our urban landscape beautiful and inviting. There is without a doubt that the architecture and construction industry affects both the economy and the quality of life in Southern California. This webinar will examine the vision and predictions of the architecture industry and the recent effects it has had and continues to endure in a challenging economic environment.

Date & Time:
Thursday, November 19, 2020
1:30pm-2:30pm

Location:
Online: Zoom link will be provided

Cost:
Members: $25
Non-Members: $55
Sponsorship: $250

Click Here to Register

For more information contact us at info@aaaesc.org
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